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Abstract-The mean shift algorithm is a popular method in the
field of 2D object tracking due to its simplicity and robustness over
slight variations of lighting condition, scale and view-point over
time. However, the appearance of 3D object might have distinctive
variations for different viewpoints over time. In this work, a novel
method for tracking 3D objects using mean-shift algorithm and a
3D object database is proposed to achieve a more precise tracking.
A 3D object database using similarity-based aspect-graph is built
from 2D images sampled at random intervals from the viewing
sphere. Contour and color features of each 2D image are used for
modeling the 3D object database. To conduct tracking, a suitable
object model is selected from the database and the mean-shift
tracking is applied to find the local minima of a similarity measure
between the color histograms of the object model and the target
image. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated
by experiments with objects rotating and translating in space.

I. INTRODUCTION

O BJECT tracking is a challenging problem due to the need
of real-time computing, complex background, and

variations of lighting condition, scaling and viewpoint
variations over time. The mean shift algorithm [1] is a popular
method in this field because of its simplicity and robustness.
The goal of mean-shift algorithm is to find the local minima of a
similarity measure between the weighted feature histograms of
the object model and target image. In [1], the object location can
be found by iteratively finding the local minima ofthe similarity
measure of weighted color histogram using fixed kernel. Many
researches are studied in these years to improve the work of [I].
For example, location and scale were both estimated in the wNvork
of [2]. In feature space, both color and shape features are
adopted in [3] instead of only using color feature. Furthermore,
spatiograin is proposed in [4] to replace histogram to improve
the robustness. Ani adaptive kernel model is proposed in [5] to
solve rotation and translation, and a tunable representation for
tracking usinig a set of spatial kernels with variable bandwidths
is proposed in [6]. Despite these research efforts, the tracking
accuracy of inean-shift algorithm on 3D object still suffers from
the vanrations of appearaince of the object due to the chainge of
viewpoint over time.

In this paper, recogmnzing 3D objects with a 3D object
database is proposed in this work to provide a suitable template
for mean-shift tacking. Existing theorems about the high-level
3D object perception can be classified as object-center and
viewer-center representation based on the coordinate system [7].
An alternative classification can be observed as model-based
and view-based representation based on the constituent

elements [8]. The viewer-center and view-based framnework
conforms to intuition of humaln perception that a person cani
memorize an unknown object with several major views of it and
does not need an exhaustive 3D object model. Usually only a
single view is needed later for identifying the 3D object based
on past experiences. The simnplest view-based description of ani
object is a densely sampled collection ofviews which are treated
independenitly. Although the object can be described in a greater
detail when a large number of 2D views are collected and
memorized, the computing time for recognition as well as
memory space requirement prohibit its usage in practice.
Therefore, some methods have been studied to extract a minimal
set of object views. For example, aspect-graph representation [9]
focuses on changes in the shape of the projection of the object.
The vertices of an aspect-graph are the characteristic views that
extracted from some points on a transparent viewing sphere
with the object in its center. Those characteristic views are
extracted as the aspects to describe the object from the densely
sampled collection of object views using visual events. A visual
event occurs when the appearance of an object changes betvween
two neighbor views.

The traditional aspect-graph method [10] is based on an
assumption that an object belongs to a limi'ted class of shapes
and characteristic views can be extracted using prior knowledge
of the object. In our previous work [11], a similarity-based
aspect-graph, which extended the work of [12], is proposed to
extract a minimal set of object views and allowing an
incremental update ofthe aspect-graph database. Training views
of an object in [11] are sampled at random intervals from a
viewing sphere and the object representation can be updated
after gathering a new object view without resorting all the
previous collected 2D views.

The object database described above is used as a pool of
templates when performing object tracking. The contour
obtained from the curent tracking result is utilized to find out
the view angle of the object and the template for meani-shift
algonrthm is updated when necessary. It cain be shown that the
dynainic template (e.g., teinplate generated from each image)
leads to an accumulated error. The proposed method with
absolute template indexing canl prevent the error from drifting.
Fig. 1 illustrates the block diagram of the overall scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the procedure of extracting contour and color features
that are used to measure the similarity between two 2D views.
Next, Section III describes the novelty of this work;
similarity-based aspect-graph representations of 3D objects are
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Fig. 1. Basic workflow ofthe proposed framework: T I denotes the sufficient number of sampled viewis for building the aspect-graph representation of an object.

variations on the high-frequency noises. The equation to
extract the main featuLre is described as (3).

TF ={ftlI N}lf-t, O<t <T) (3)

Fig. 2. The image database that contains 4 3D rigid objects, where object 1,
object 2 ..object 4 are listed from left to right.

built from 2D objects views and then be used for selecting the
suitable template for mean-shift tracking. Subsequently, some
experimental results are presented to demonstrate the
perfornaiice of the proposed method in nrgid object tracking.
Conclusions are finally made in Section V.

II. FEATURE EXTRACTION

A. Foreground Detection and Contour Extraction
The first image database conitains 4 real rigid objects and is

listed in Fig. 2. According to the effects of lighting, shadows
and highlights need to be removed before extracting the
object features. Therefore, a robust background subtraction
framework in our previous work [13] is applied to extract the
foreground regions with the consideration to shadows and
highlights. The usage of foreground detection provides the
flexibility to build the object database even in an
out-of-control environment.

In order to extract the shape information from the
foreground object, Canny edge detection [14] is applied to
extract the shape edge and Gradient Vector Flow Snake (GVF)
[15] is then applied to extract the contour information. The
contour information is included in a set Z, which is composed
ofN points zi, where zi can be described as a complex form
as (1).

Z {z_}x,Z±j},O<i<V (1)

B. ConltourFeature. Fountoradescnptor
In order to avoid the variation in shift and scale, the edge

points inside the set Z are re-sampling by (2).

Z = {zi; = (xi+ jyi = Lc[(xi -XC%) + yi(Y -yc)] L; (N2)

where Oci < X (xc,yC) is the mean of (x,y) . L means the
contour length andL means the expected contour length.

Then the Fourier transform is applied on Z to calculate the
Fourier descriptors. The first T2 magnitude parts are extracted
as the main feature to describe the object shape without the

where fp means the magnitude part of Fourier descriptor at
the 2rt/ V frequency.

C. Colorfeature: background-weighted histogram
In the work of [1], background-weighted histogram is

proposed to improve the robustness of color histogram by
incorporating with background information.
Background-weighted histogram reduces the variations
caused from similar target features with background and
inaccurate description of the target.

Let {° M=oM-1(with I_' q = 1 ) be the discrete
histogram of the background in the feature space and o* be its
smallest nonzero entry. This representation is computed in a
region around the target. The extent of region is application
dependent and we use an area equal to 1.5 times the target
area. The weights are then computed as (4)

{v = min(o ii/O' 1)} 0M=1- (4)

The background-weighted histogram is then defined as (5)

(5)q2 CvuZN k(IlX, D6){b(x) -u]
with the normalization constant C expressed as (6)

C _1/(Z17jk(x,x 2)z [h(i) a])

wherec
= N-1 be the normalized pixel location in the

region defined as the target model. The region is centered at 0.
k(x) is a kemel finction that assigns smaller weights to

pixels farther from the center. The function
b : R2 e {0. X 1} associates to the pixel at location :, and
the index b(x,) denotes its bin in the quantized feature space.

Function a is the delta fiuction.

III. SIMILARITY-BASED ASPECT-GRAPH AND MEAN-SHIFT
TRACKING

A. Similarity Measure

In order to calculate the similarity between 2D views, a

similarity measure metric is necessary to applied on the
extracted contour and color features. Suppose U and V
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denote one kind of feature extracted from two 2D views and
L means the feature length, which are described as (7).

(7)U ={u, ,
' * " ,U.u

V ={v0, ,V ,iV- L4-1I

The similarity measures between contonr features are then
calculated using 1-norm distance, which is defined as (8).

dF(u,v) =2tl1u- vJ,L (8)

In the work of [1], Bhattacharyya Coefficient is proposed
to measnre the similarity among target model and candidates.
We apply it on the similarity measure between two
weighted-color histograms, which is defined as (9).

d(M7v)= O/qgi ~~i),qV) =A/ (9)

B. Generation ofAspects and Characteristic Views
In our previous work [12], a similarity-based aspect-graph

is proposed to present the 3D object using a ninimal set of 2D
views. The aspects of 3D objects are extracted using 2D
views sampled at ranidom intervals. Moreover, object
representations become more and more detailed nsing new
2D views by only calcnlating the similarity measnres among
the new view and characteristic views.
Suppose v" means the new sampled view of the nth

object, C;(i) means the i,4 charactenrstic view of the mi4
aspects of the nt object, Cn and Cn. means the

neighbor views of cn", that has the mmimum distance with

Ve Ae means the aspects that has the minimnm distace
with v., where mn means the index of A Then four
steps are imposed to form aspects and characteristic views as
Step A-I to A-4 and the flowchart of the modified
aspect-graph representation is illustrated as Fig. 2.
Step A-I.

When the number of existed aspects of the n,h object
equals zero, vw is regarded as a characteristic view of a

new aspect.
Step A-2:

When the number of existed aspects of the nth object
equals one or two:
(A-2. 1) If (10) and (II) both meet, vw is combined into

the mn"" aspect and the characteristic view of the
aspect keeps the same;

(A-2.2) Otherwise, if (10) is satisfied but (I1) is not, vC

is combined into the min aspect and is regarded as
a new characteristic view of the in " aspect;

(A-2.3) Otherwise, if (1O) and (II) are both violated, a
new aspect of the n1 object is built, and vw is

regarded as the new characteristic view of the
new aspect.

(10)
all mildAF(V5C,)<¾

alnl B (dB(v 7Cm;)<
(11)

where ¾ and T¾ are both predefined threshold
value.

Step A-3:
When the number of existed aspects of the n1, object is

equal to or greater than three,
(A-3.1) If (12) or (13) meet and (11) conflicts, a new

aspect is built up and Tv is regarded as the
characteristic view of the new aspect.

(A-3.2) Otherwise, if (12) and (13) both conflict and (II)
meets, "v is combined into the mmnaspect and

the characteristic view of the mn1m aspect keeps
the same.

(A-3.3) Otherwise, if (1 1), (12) and (13) are all violated,
vns iS combined into the rn"nun aspect and is

regarded as a new" characteristic view of the min
aspect.

(12)
all Ce4dFA(P mCj4

aC< min dF (TlW7f Cn ) < T4 and dF (Fs11,C;;eC )>¾ (13)

Moreover, if a new aspect is built, the aspect order can be
decided using (14). If the similarity distance between vC
and Cn 1 is larger thani the similarity distance between g

and C" ' the nevw aspect is inserted between aspect -in

and aspect min 1 Otherwise, the new aspect is inserted
between aspect mm and aspect7 mm 1 Therefore, the similar
aspects are close to each other.

(14)

C. Object Recognition using 2D Characteristic Views
After building the aspects-graph representation of each 3D

object, a test view of an wiknown object can be recognized
using the similanrty measure with the contour and color
features. Two steps are imposed as follows:
Step B-1:
The test view of an nnknown object is compared with the
characteristic views of the database via contour features.
Then, the first T, 2D characteristic views in the database
having the smallest similarity distance with the test 2D
view via contour features are preserved to be further
recognized.

Step B-2:
Suppose A, is defined as the set that contains the T6 2D
characteristic views described at the Step B-I , then the final
similarity distaince can be calculated with the color features
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(14)eet 2 Xe Ad ane cbaracteri§tic view betweeni view m~ m... and View m",

Fig. 4. The results of 3D object tracking using mean-shift algorithm
without 3D object database, where frame 76, 141, 205, 341, 373, 437, 469,
509, 733! 805, 885, 965, 990 1095, 1135, 1261 are listed from left to right
and from top to down.

Na. ] Add a aew cbaracteri tic view between view m__ dviewI

Fig. 3. The flowchart ofthe proposed aspect-graph representation

by (15).

d(IJ7Cm) (dB 7;,Cn))2 + ("d (Lman /LMQ (15)

where Wvd is a weight, v;Z means the 2D view of an

unknowxn object, cn denotes them,icharactenrstic view of

the n11 object in the database 3 Lma denotes the similarity
distance calculated using contour features between the
unknowxn object and the inmt characteristic view of the

nth1 object, which is defined as (16) and (17).

L =dF(f7,Cn)), where CEAT (16)

Fig. 5. The results of3D object tracking using mean-shift algorith:
object database. The frame index is the same as Fig. 4.

where g(x) k-k'(x) and w. can be described as (21)

il <EAr6J ~~~~~~(17)LM., arg max (dF(),C)) (7

D. 3D Object fean-Shift Tracking
Let {

n
t 1a be the normalized pixel locations of the target

candidates, centered at y in the current frame. The probability
of the feature u = I . in the target candidate is given by (18)

P(Y) =C vIZ'k(Il (y- x.)/hH2)S[b(x) -u] (18)

with the normalization constant C5 expressed as (19)

C = /(n-lk ( (y-X.) Ih 112)ZEuVE[b(xi) u (19)

From the work of [1], the new location of object Y- can be
calculated by (20) and (21) and then the object location is
moved from the current location y0 to the new location Y-

till (22) is satisfied, otherwise y0 = and repeats (20) to (22).

y = x-w-gVI (YO -x)/hH) (20)
Y

1nvg(I0(Yo - -) I hH)

(21)421 Z1=l , (On [b(x)-u]

HY-ioy1sc (22)

After calculating the new location a new region is defined
using the new location and then the object inside tle region is
recognized using the 3D object database. A suitable temnplate
is selected as the new target model q for next mean-shift
tracking.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section describes several experiments to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed method. SONY EVI-D30
PTZ camera is used to capture object views. The 3D object
database is built to test the proposed method. The training
views of each object are captured in random intervals and
each one contains 72 views. To test the proposed algorithn,
motion video of each object is captured which contains about
2500 views for each object. Furthermore, the computing time
taken to recognize object and mean-shift tracking was abotit
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Fig. 6. The results of 3D object tracking using mean-shift algorithm without
3D object database, where frame 13. 36, 80, 127, 135, 144, 194, 213, 229,
242, 271, 958, 1028, 1345, 1394, 1646 are listed from left to right and from
top to down.

Fig. 7. The results of 3D object tracking using mean-sh
object database. The frame index is the same as Fig. 6.

one seconds with P4 2.8G CPU and 1IGB RAM. The
parameters used in the following experiments are: T =72,

', = 25 - T = 336 ? T = 640 . 1 = 0.85. T= 3 N= 256.

M = 4096,and L, = 250.

A. Similar appearances of each view-point over time on
simple background

In the first experiment, an object that has similar
appearance of each view-point over time is used for testing
the robustness ofthe mean-shift tracking with using 3D object
database. Certain representative framnes are selected and
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. These frames show that the object
has motions with rotation and shift. In Fig. 4, the target model
is set as the front of the monkey and then the mean shift
tracking is applied without using the 3D object database
Because the monkey has the similar color distribution with
each side, the mean-shift tracker tracks the candidate in all
frames. The result is good due to the similar appearance of
each view-point of the object. In Fig. 5, the tracking results
are calculated using the proposed method anid the results are
almost the same as the results in Fig. 4. The tracker with our
proposed Method tracks the canididate correctly.

B. Different appearances from each view-point over time on
simple background

In the second experiment, an object that has different
appearance of each view-point over time is used for testing
the efficiency of the proposed method. The green turtle shell
is chosen as the target model in this experiment. In Fig. 6, the
green shell can be tracked in the frames 13, 36, and 80. With
the rotation, the green part is vanished gradually with the
cream-colored part increasing, and the mean-sift tracker loses
the candidate from frames 144 to 229. When the green part is
back, the tracker tracks the candidate again. The mean shift
tracking is applied without using the 3D object database and
the estimated new location becomes inaccurate when the
appearance is different from the initial template. In Fig. 7, the
template used in each frame is replacedxwith the suitable one
from the 3D object database and the tracker with our
proposed method tracks the candidate all the time.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work proposes a novel method for tracking 3D objects
using meani-shift algorithm and a 3D object database. The 3D
object database is built using contour and color features and
presents the similarity-based aspect-graph of each 3D object.
When the appearance of 3D object changes over the
view-point, a suitable object model is provided from the 3D
object database and the mean-shift tracking is applied on
findinig the local mi'nima of a similarity measure between the
color histograms of the object model and the target image.
When ain object has similar appearance of each view-point,
both the proposed method and the traditional mean-shift
tracks the candidate properly. However, the proposed method
tracks the candidate well wxhen an object has different
appearance of each view-point, but the traditional mean-shift
method fails. The proposed method solves the 3D object
tracking problem and the effectiveness of the proposed
method is demonstrated by experiments.
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